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THE EFFECT OF GLACIAL CROSS-SECTION ON VERTICAL 
RESISTIVITY DEPTH SOUNDINGS 
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(D epartment of Geosciences, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, 
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ABSTRACT. The d etermina tion of g lacia l ice thickness by verti ca l resistivity d epth soundings relies upon 
the use of theoretical curves which neglect the effec t of valley wa lls. To improve the utility of glacia l resisti
vity measurements an a nalytical expression is derived for the apparent resisti vity d etermined by a Wenner 
a rray ori ented pa rallel to the strike of a layered trough embedded in a p erfec tl y conducting ha lf space. 
N umerica l evalua tion of this expression a llows the effec ts of g lacial cross-sec tion to be determined. It is 
shown that the presence of va lley walls and layering within the g lacier can strongly effect the d etermination of 
ta ta l ice thickness, and a criterion for the re liable use of plane-layered master curves in the interpretation of 
field da ta is established . An a pparent resisti vity curve ca lculated for a layered trough is shown to give an 
excellent fit to field data published by Rothlisberger and Vogtli ( 1967) . 

R ESUME. L 'Wet de la forme de la section droite d'WI glacier sllr les sondages profonds par rdsistiv;li verticale. La 
determina tion d e l'epaisseur de g lace d'un glacier par sondages profonds de resisti vite dans le sens verti ca l 
repose sur l'utilisation de courbes theoriques qu i negligent l'effet des parois de la va llee g laciaire. Afin 
d'accroitre l' utilite des mesures d e resisti vite g laciaire, on a etabli une expression a na lytique pour la resistivite 
apparente de terminee par un empilement d e W enner orien te parallelement it la direction des couches d 'une 
forme en auge stratifiee enchassee dans un demi-espace pa rfaitement conducteur. U ne evaluation numerique 
d e cette expression permet de determiner les effets de la sec tion droite du glacier. On montre que la presence 
d es parois et celle d 'une stratification it l' interieur du glacier peut fortement a ffecter la de termination de 
l'epaisseur totale de la glace; on a etabli un mode d 'emploi pour un usage digne d e con fi a nce d e courbes 
directri ces pour g lacier a stratifi ca tion plane da ns l' interpre tation d es d onnees experimentales . U ne courbe 
de resistivite a pparente calculee pour un volume en a uge stra tifi ee, apparait comme fournissa nt une exceIlente 
introduction a ux d onnees experi menta les publiees par Rothlisberger e t Vogtli ( 1967) . 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. Der Einjlllss des GlelscherquerschniUs azif Dickellmesszmgell mit H i!!e des elektrischen Wider
standes in der Vertikaletl. Die Besti mmung von E isdicken aus M essungen des elektrischen Widerstandes in der 
Vertikalen beruht auf d em Gebrauch theore tischer Kurven, die den EinAuss von T a lwanden vernachlassigen. 
Zur Verbesserung d er Zuverlassigkeit von Widersta ndsmessungen in G letschereis wird ein analytischer 
Ausdruck fu r den scheinbaren Widerstand hergeleitet, der sich aus einer W enner-Anordnung mit Orientierung 
parallel zum Streichen eines gesch ichte ten Troges, d er in einen vollkom men leitenden H a lbraum eingebettet 
ist, ergibt. Die numerische Auswertung dieses Ausdrucks erl aubt die Bes timmu ng d es EinAusses d es Gletscher
querschnittes. Es zeig t sich, dass d as Vorhandensein von T alwanden und Sch ichtung im G letscher die 
ErmittIung d er Eisdicke sta rk beeinAussen kann. Fur den zuverlassigen Gebrauch von Ausgangskurven fur 
ebene Schichtung bei d er Interpretation von Feldbeobachtungen wird ein Kriterium a ufgestellt. Fur eine 
Kurve des scheinbaren Widerstandes in einem geschichteten Trog ergibt .sich hervorragende O bereinstimm
ung mit Daten, die von R ii thlisberger und Vogtli ( 1967 ) veriiffen tlicht wurden . 

I . I NTRODUCTION 

Vertical resistivity depth soundings provide an attractive geophysical m eans for the 
determination of glacial ice thickness and have been successfully em ployed in a number of 
studies (R othlisberger , 1967). The interpretation of field data, which may be performed at the 
field site, consists of comparing. the accumulated measurements with theoretical or master 
curve from which the ice thickness may be directly inferred. D etails of this procedure are 
found in Van Nostrand and Cook (1966). The master curves u tilized in the interpretation of 
glacial data are calculated for plane-layered models and do not take into account the trough
like shape of valley glaciers. R othli sberger (1967) recognized the possible significance of the 
trough-like shape, resulting from the presence o[ steep valley walls, and attempted to estimate 
corrections to the plane-layered curves through the results of an analogue model study. The 
model employed , however, did not account [or a layer of high-conductivity ice overlaying 
much more resistive ice, which is a typical feature of vall ey glaciers. In addition the effects of 
varying the ratio of ice th ickness to glacier width was not investigated in detail. Thus the 
correction he obtained with the analogue model was limited to the specific model conditions. 

* Presen t address: Environmental R esearch Laboratory, NOAA, Boulder, Colorad o 80302, U.S.A. 
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A more general theoretical or experimental treatment of the effect of glacial cross-section does 
not appear to exist, although Carpenter (1955) presen ts a m ethod which can be used to 
d etermine the presence of lateral inhomogeneities . 

In view of the utili ty of vertical resistivity profi les in glacial studies it wou ld appear 
d esirable to obtain master curves more appropriate to typical valley glacier cross-sections. 
While a finite difference m ethod could be employed to generate such master curves (Madden, 
unpublished ; j epsen , unpublished ) the comparatively simple cross-sectional geometry and 
relatively homogeneous nature of valley glaciers renders the problem amenable to treatment 
as a boundary-value problem. Since they are rapidly calculated , the analytical solu tions 
obtained in this manner may then be used to investigate the effect of all involved parameters. 

II . THEORY 

The model of a layered trough embedded in a perfectly conducting half-space (Fig. I ) 
provides a good approximation of a typical valley glacier. The perfectly conducting half
space is a satisfactory representation of the high conductivity of host rocks in comparison to 
ice. The two layers within the trough, of resistivity P, and pz respectively, a llow the effect of 
resistivity contrasts between the ice layers to be examined. 

Po = 0 3 Ly 

-1 

h 

~~------~--~~ 

l.....--...··~ ~~ 
\IooIIOO(c----- 2 L x -------l~ 

Fig. I . Layered trough model. 

-I 

The potentials <P1 (x,y, z) and <Pz(x,y, z) obey Laplace's equation, \1z<p, (x,y, z) = 0 and 
\1z<pz(x,y, z) = 0 , in the first and second layer , respectively. With a current source I located 
at the point (xo, 0, 0) the boundary conditions are: 

cP[ (Lx,y, z) = cPz (Lx,y, z) = 0 , 

cP[ ( - Lx,y, z) = cPz( - Lx,y, z) = 0, 

<p[ (x,y, 00) = cPz(x,y, 00) = 0, 
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(1cP, (x, 0 , z) 
ay = 0 , 

rP ,(x, h, z) = cP2 (X, h, z), 

I 2cP, (x, h, z ) 
p, ay 

OcP, (x,y, o) 
2z 

I 0cP2 (X, h, z) 
- P2 ay 

- Jp, S(x- xo) S(v) 
2 
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Solution of Laplace's equation by separation of variables (Irving and Mullineux, 1959) and 
evaluation of the arbitrary constants by application of the boundary conditions, yields for the 
potential in the upper layer: 

co <Xl 

cfo l x,y, z ) = L L [ mnx 
Aim cos Alysin L x exp (- ~lm l z l)+ 

1 = 1 m = 1 (2m - l )nx ] 
+ Blm cos AlY cos 2Lx exp (- ~lm*lzl) 

where 

~lm = [..\l 2+(m/L x)2] !, 
~lm* = [..\l2 + {(2m - 1)/2Lx}2]! , 

Al are the solutions of the eigenvalue equation 

tan Alh tan AI (Ly - h) = pd p2' 

Aim = 2Al sin (mnxoIL x)-C:-
-:- Lx~lm{2hAl+ sin (2hAl)- [p, COS 2 A1hlp2 sin2 ( Al (h- Ly)) ] X 

X [sin (2 Al (Ly - h)) - 2 Al (Ly - h)]}, 

and 

B lm = 2Al cos {(2m - l )nxo/2Lx}-:-
-c:- Lxf31m*{2hAI + sin (2hAl)- [p, cos2 Alhlp2 sin2 (Al (h- L y)) ] X 

X [sin (2Al (Ly - h) - 2A[ (L y- h)] }. 

In obtaining this solution it is necessary to note that the y -dependent eigenfunction obeys: 
h 4 

f !2 f cos Aih cos Ajh sin Ai (y - h) sin Aj(y- Ly) _ 
cos AO cos Ajy dy + . \ (h L ) . \ (h L ) dy - d, 

P2 SIn " t - y SIn " j - Y 
o h 

10 i o;6j 

d=i.C i = j 

where 

h sin 2 Aih p, [ cos Aih ] Z [Ly- h sin 'L Ai(Ly - h)] 
G = ; + 4.\i + pz sin .\i (h- L y) -2- 4At . 

For purposes of numerical evaluation it should also be noted that the eigenvalues Ai are 
independent of m. 

The above expression for the potential in the upper layer may be used in any of the 
definitive expressions for apparent resistivity Pa. For the W enner configuration of Figure I 

this yields: 
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where a is the electrode spacing. Hence 
co co 

:: = 47Ta 22 {Alm[I - exp (- ,Blma)] sin (m7Txo/Lx) exp (- ,Blma)+ 
I ~ I m ~ 1 +B1m cos {(2m- I)7TXo!2Lx}[I - exp (- ,Blm*a)] exp (- ,Blm*a)}. 

The expression for Pa converged rather slowly at small a spacings, but provided no serious 
obstacle to numerical evaluation. 

Apparent resistivity and the effect of the valley walls 

The effect of the valley walls for a constant conductivity contrast, K = PI! Pz, and layer 
thickness h is to shift the peak of the pa curve towards smaller a spacings (Figures 2 and 3). The 
effect of this shift is to decrease the estimated ice thickness. In both Figures 2 and 3 there exists 
a value of Lx/Ly which is the minimum value the ratio may have without significantly affecting 
the apparent resistivity curves. Denoting the minimum value of the ratio by Lm1n it is evident 
from Figures 2 and 3 that L min is dependent upon the Cagniard parameter Cl( defined as, 

Cl( = hK/(Ly - h). 

Thus, in Figure 2 with Cl( = I I. I, the valley walls will affect the apparent resistivity curves if 

10.0 

1.0 

0( · 11.1 

.... 

h '0. 1 Ly 
K'IOO 

O.IL-____ -L __ _L __ L-~~_L~ ______ ~ ____ ~~~ __ ~~ 

0 .1 1.0 10.0 

alLy 

Fig. 2. Apparent resistivity versus a spacing. 
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Fig. 3. Apparent resistivity versus a spacing. 
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L min < 10 while in Figure 3 with ex = O. I the apparent reSIStIvIty will be affected only if 
L min < 1.5. This is exactly the effect anticipated by Rothlisberger (1967) . Without attempt
ing to be exhaustive the apparent resistivity curves were generated for several values of ex, 
obtained with various combination of h and K and from these a value of Lmin selected. Several 
of these models are listed in Table 1. The selected values of L min versus ex are shown in 
Figure 4. A reasonable rule for the use of plane layered master curves in the interpretation of 
field data is that the ratio Lx/Ly appropriate for the data be greater than L min of Figure 4. 

TABLE I. LAYER THICKNESS, CONTRASTS, et AND L mln 
FOR MODELS CONSIDERED 

h/L y K et Lml n 

0 .03 3 ·3 0.102 1.5 
0 . 1 10.0 1.11 4.0 

0 .03 33.0 1.02 4.0 
0.1 100.0 I I. I 10.0 
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Fig. 4. Minimum value of L x/L y needed f or use cif plane layer curves j Lx/L y should lie above the curve. 

Ill. ApPLICATION T O F IELD DATA 

The necessity of accounting for the valley glacier cross-section in the interpretation of field 
data is evident from the study of R othlisberger and Vogtli (1967) on the Unteraargletscher. 
The ice thickness was known from a previous seismic study of this glacier. This a llowed the 
known ice thickness to be compared wi th the results of the resistivity survey. Figu re 5 shows 
the fi eld data obtained with a Schlumberger electrode configuration and converted by 
Rothlisberger and V ogtli to equiva lent W enner m easurem ents through an approximate 
transformation, and the theoretica l curve for two plane layers over a ha lf space calculated by 
Roth lisberger and V ogtli on the basis of the seismically determined ice thickness. The lack of 
agreement is evident and , as stated by Rothlisberger and V ogtli , the correct ice thickness 
could no t be determined from the resistivity data. 

The known cross-section of the glacier can be approximated by a trough 2.5 d epth units 
wide (L t: = 1.25Ly) with an upper layer thickness of 0 .01 d epth units and a K of 10. The 
theoretical curve for this structure is included in Figure 5. The agreem ent between the field 
d a ta and theoretical curve is excellent . A comparison of the glacier cross-section determined 
seismica lly, ta ken from R othlisberger and Vogtli (1967), and the glacier m odel from which the 
master curve of Figure 5 was calculated, is shown in Figure 6. R othlisberger and V ogtli 
concluded tha t the deviation of fi eld data from theoretical curves was the resul t of inhomo
geneities within the ice. On the basis of Figure 5 it is evident that a significant part of the 
d eviation resulted from the presence of the va lley walls and layers of the glacier. 
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Fig . 5. Apparent resistivity versus a spacing. For trough model L y = 500 m, L x = [,25 L y, K = lOO , hJL y = O.Ol 

For plane layered model et. = 0.5, L y = 350. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of layer trough model fit to Unteraargletscher field data with seismic cross-section. 
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IV. SUMMARY A ND CONCLUSIONS 

A formulation has been given for calculating the apparent resistivity of a two-layered 
glacier in a perfectly conducting valley. The analysis could be modified in a straight-forward 
manner to allow the glacier to have three or more layers as long as the valley floor and walls 
are essentially perfect conductors. The same type of eigenfunction analysis could also be used 
to interpret electrical surveys in valleys where the walls and floor are very resistive compared 
to layered material filling the valley. 

Based on "master curves" computed with this formulation , it has been shown that, in 
order to neglect the presence of the valley walls, the ratio of L x/Lv must increase as the 
Cagniard parameter et increases. A curve showing the minimum allowable values of Lx/Lv 
has been given. It is suggested that plane-layer curves not be used to interpret field data unless 
the L x/Lv ratios are greater than the indicated minimum. 

Finally we have reinterpreted an electri cal profile of Rothlisberger and Vogtli ( 1967) for 
the Unteraargletscher. The thickness of the ice as we interpret it, is about 500 m, as compared 
with the seismic interpretation of 400 m. 

MS. received 31 August 1972 and in revisedJorm 26 February 1973 
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